SECRET

TO: Chief, EX
FROM: Chief, VIENNA

DATE: 22 May 1954

SUBJECT: Operational

Priorities

Organization, personnel and facilities of the NATO Command Office in
Vienna.

1. Transmitted herewith in three copies is a consolidated

report based on information obtained from<br>
"CHRUSCHEV" on the organization, personnel and facilities of the
NATO resident in Vienna as of 15 February 1954.

2. This report was prepared for O-2 USIA and CIA Vienna, and

one copy has been given to each of those organizations.

3. Somewhat more detailed information on the personalities

and facilities of the resident will be transmitted shortly in<br>
"CHRUSCHEV" interrogation reports.

Douglas M. Moyer

SECRET

Attache 3 copies of consolidated

report

30 April 1954

Distributions:

1 - USIA
1 - CIA Vienna
1 - Chester
2 - Moyer
SECRET

SUBJECT: Organization, Personnel and Position of the WIB Resident

In Vienna as of 15 February 1954

A. Organization: The following is the organization of the WIB Resident

in Vienna, ranks are indicated where known.

1. Resident (Col.) Ferenc Iratzivich E. Val./Y (true name: KATIE V)
   Deputy: Capt. Ivan Frankovich E. Val./Y
   Executive Secretary (Personal, Registry, Finance): Lt. Col. or
   Capt. (Cfr. Reviewer: Padlewski)
   Code Clerk: Private, RAN F/K

   Stenographers: (Incomplete list: names unknown)
   Photographers: Lt. Col. F/K
   Interpreters: Valiya C. Val./Y (German and English)
   Lidija Slatkaya KU (German and English)
   Major Tovale T. Val./Y (Russian)
   Lt. Col. Val./Y (German)
   Antonina Val./Y (English, Works with
   ETTIC V group)

   Drivers: 1. Private A. Y. P/K (Centre Driver. Assigned
   to F. Val./Y and Gallinelli)
   V. Val./Y (Assigned to U.S./Finland group)
   S. Val./Y (Assigned to V. German group)
   A. K. TANET (Group assignment unknown)
   Two new drivers, KU, scheduled arrived February
   1954.

Note: Drivers may be used, on basis of availability, by
any member of the Resident, despite regular
group assignments.

B. Operations Group: target U.S. and Foreign

Chief: Lt. Col. Val./Y (Assistance: LAMCHEV)
   Deputy: Lt. Col. X. White
   Maj. of the Col. Titoval C. Val./Y
   Major (V) Boris Novykorish KU
   Tovale Val. Petrovich KU
   V. Val./Y
   TANET

   (Dr. Lt.) A. P. CRACK
   (Dr. Lt.) Tovale Petrovich KU
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10. Operations group: secret police (gub-vozy)

Chief: Col. Vladimir Maksimovich KILYAT

Deputy: Maj.-Gen. Petr Gorychevich T. YARM

Br. Lt. Col. Alexander Ivanovich KILYAT

Br. Lt. Col. Alexander Maksimovich KILYAT

Br. Lt. Col. Anatoly Maksimovich KILYAT

YURIJ I. K.

VITALIY I. K.
Maria AVDEY:

KHADZIVIRONIUS, an MVD agent of A. A. PETROV, was being used
by GOLITSYN of the Emigré Group in an attempt to arrest Maria AVDEY, a
Soviet emigre living in Vienna whom the MVD knew to have worked for the
Germans in Operation ZEPPLIN during WW II. GOLITSYN had himself intro-
duced to KHAD, and showed him a photograph of Maria AVDEY, which KHAD,
recognized. KHAD, was assigned the task of getting on good terms with
AVDEY, taking her driving outside the city, dining and drinking with her, and,
depending on how the case works out, eventually delivering her to the
Soviets, who planned to arrest her. The MVD had confidence in KHAD, who
had a pleasing personality and an ability to get along well with people.

While KHAD, had not progressed far by the time DERYASIN defected, he
knew AVDEY's address and had seen her in a two-hour meeting in a cafe with
an apparent American or Englishman.
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